Self-Minder Short Course of Instruction

Todd Group New Zealand Minder self-protection short course Saturday November 21 and Sunday November 22, 2020

This specialist skills basic short course of introductory training is to provide instruction in personal safety and security training. The skills are to enable you to protect yourself and your family members and friends in your home and away from your home.

The course is conducted at Camp Todd Berwick close to the Dunedin Airport New Zealand.

Training includes undertaking personal threat assessments, coming to the aid of loved ones under assault, Intruder detection and self-protection threat neutralisation.

Tactics and skills for home and away from home urban and rural self and others protection.

Joining instructions, course information and course manager contact details from Todd Group HQ website and multimedia www.toddgroup.com CQC Times www.cqctimes.com

Open to responsible citizens that meet our course joining conditions.